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AFA-AQUACULTURE GRADE 10 TEACHING GUIDE K-12 Basic Education Curriculum TRAINING REGULATION-BASED TECHNOLOGY and LIVELIHOOD EDUCATION AQUACULTURE (Specialization)



FourthQuarter Grade Level Standard: This is a specialization course which leads to Aquaculture NC II (Training Regulation-based). It covers the Grade 10 Technology and Livelihood Education (TLE) that the students need to possess namely: (1) Develop Personal Entrepreneurial Competencies (PEC’s) across market and environment, (2) prepare the layout plan of aquaculture facilities such as fishpond, fish tank, fish cage and fish pen, (3) evaluate suitable site for aquaculture facilities, and (4) construct aquaculture facilities. MODULE 6. FISHPENS AND CAGES Lesson 1. Draw the Layout of Fish pen and Fish Cage CONTENT STANDARD The



learner



LEARNING COMPETENCIES 1. Determine the area and depth of



demonstrates understanding



fishpens and fish cages conforming to



and skills in drawing the



the available site selected.



layout plan of fish pen and fish cages.



2. Determine the materials for frames and types of net to be used based on the site selected and species to be



PERFORMANCE STANDARD The learner independently draws the



cultured. 3. Estimates the materials and cost for the chosen area. 4. Determine the mesh size of net base



layout plan of fish pen and



on available size of fingerlings and



fish cage.



species of fish available in the area. 5. Identify other farm facilities needed for the laying out of fish pen and fish cage. 61
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FourthQuarter Introduction Fishpens are fenced, netted structures fixed to the bottom substrate that allow free water exchange. In the intertidal zone, they may be solidwalled. On the other hand, fish cages are rearing facilities closed at the bottom as well as on the sides by wooden, mesh or net screens. The design of fishpen and fish cages is determined by the characteristics of the species to be cultured. This lesson deals on how to draw a layout of fishpen and fish cage, types of fish cages, the compartments, and other life support facilities. Pre-Diagnostic Assessment This pre-diagnostic assessment (page 159 - 160) must be given after the brief introduction of the lesson and before the discussion of the talking points. Directions: Choose the letter of your answer. Write your answer in your test notebook.



ANSWER KEY 1. d



6. c



2. b



7. b



3. c



8. c



4. c



9. a



5. a



10. a
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FourthQuarter MOTIVATION Post on the board drawings of different fishpens and fish cages. The drawings may show layout, design, and construction. The teacher may then ask the class to give their reactions to the fishpens and fish cages in terms of layout, design, and construction. Teacher’s Talking Points: What to KNOW Topic: Design Fish Cages and Fish Pens Guide Questions: 1. What do you understand by the term layout? 2. What are the standard sizes and shapes of fishpens and cages? 3. What are the factors to consider to obtain the standard shape and size of fishpens and fish cages? 4. Differentiate a fishpen from a fish cage? 5.



Why is depth very important consideration in the design of fishpens and fish cages?



Topic: Types of Cages Guide Question 1. What are the different types of cages? 2. How do you differentiate the types of fish cages? 3. What are the species of fish commonly cultured in the Philippines? 4. What are the different factors that cause poor harvest in fish culture?
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FourthQuarter ENRICHMENT ACTIVITY Directions: Divide the class into four groups. Each group will write on the board the different causes of poor harvest in fish culture. Let the leader of each group explain their answers.



What to PROCESS Ask the students to answer the activity. Directions: A fishpen with an area of 200 m2 can accommodate 3000 pieces of milkfish fingerlings. Compute for the number of milkfish fingerlings that can be accommodated with the following given area. Lists of number of fingerlings to be stocked/cultured with the given area. 1.



350 m2 =



5250



pieces



2.



500 m2 =



7500



pieces



3.



650 m2 =



8450



pieces



4.



800 m2 =



12000



pieces



5.



1000 m2 =



15000



pieces



6.



1500 m2 =



22500



pieces



7.



2000 m2 =



30000



pieces



8.



2500 m2 =



37500



pieces



9.



3500 m2 =



52500



pieces



10.



5000 m2 =



75000



pieces



What to REFLECT and UNDERSTAND Ask the students to answer the activity.
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FourthQuarter What to TRANSFER Ask the students to perform the activity on of the Learning Materials (LM) Rate the performance of the students individually using the following rubrics. Category



Excellent



Very Good



Good



Poor



81-90%



71-80%



60-70%



1.Labels and Accuracy 2.Neatness and Lines 3.Scale



91-100%



4.Use of Space 5.Life support facilities



Generalization The different types of cages are fixed cages, floating cages , submergeables, and submerged cages. A fishpen is usually supported by fixed rigid framework of coconut posts or bamboo poles and wooden frames, while a fish cage is closed at the bottom as well as on the other sides by wood cover, mesh or net screens.
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FourthQuarter Remediation/Enhancement Skills Activity Directions: Identify at least two types of fishpen or fish cage. Fill up the table below. Do this in a whole sheet of paper. Refer to your module. Types of



Characteristics



fishpen/cage



and structures



Size



Depth



Species to be cultured



Post- Assessment Directions: Multiple Choice. Answer the question carefully. Write the letter of your choice in your test notebook. ANSWER KEY 1.



d



2.



b



3.



c



4.



c



5.



a



6.



c



7.



c



8.



b



9.



c



10.



a
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FourthQuarter MODULE 6. FISHPENS AND CAGES Lesson 2: Evaluate Suitable Site for Fishpen and Cages CONTENT STANDARD The learner demonstrates understanding and skills in evaluating the site of fish pen and fish cages. PERFORMANCE STANDARD The learner independently evaluate the site suited for



LEARNING COMPETENCIES 1. Monitor the water current speed using the water current meter. 2. Measure the water transparency using the Secchi disc. 3. Determine the tide levels/flood water levels of the area 4. Determine the natural fish food



fishpen and fish cages



using plankton sampling and



facilities.



analysis for feeding requirement.



Introduction A suitable site for a fishpen and a fish cage is a very important factor for the success of an aquaculture project. You need the knowledge and skills to be able to select a good site for your fish farm. This lesson pertains to evaluating the site for fish pens and fish cages facilities. This includes ways of analyzing water current speed, natural food determination, steps in measuring water transparency and monitoring tide elevation.
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FourthQuarter Pre – Diagnostic Assessment This pre-diagnostic assessment must be given after the brief introduction of the lesson and before the discussion of the talking points. Multiple Choice. Direction: Choose the letter of the correct answer. Write your answer on your test notebook. ANSWER KEY 1.



d



6.



b



2.



c



7.



c



3.



d



8.



d



4.



c



9.



b



5.



c



10.



D



Motivation Let the students cite the different important factors to consider in selecting suitable area or site when constructing fishpen and fish cages. Cite as many as they can. Teacher’s Talking Points What to KNOW Topic: Site Selection for Fishpen and Fish Cages Guide Questions: 1. Why it is important to consider a suitable site for fishpen and fish cages? 2. What are the factors to be considered in selecting a site for fish pen and cages? 3. What are the possible problems that may be encountered in the



selection of site for fishpens and fish cages? 68
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FourthQuarter Topic: Analyzing Water Current Speed Guide Question: 1. What is water current speed? 2. What is is water current meter? 3. Why is it important to determine the water current speed when constructing of fishpens and fish cages?



Topic: Sampling of Natural Food Guide Question: 1. What do you call the living organism found floating in the water? 2. Why are phytoplankton are important in fish culture? 3.



How do you increase the production of phytoplankton as food for fishes?



What to PROCESS Ask the students to answer the activity . Directions: Discuss the importance site selection for the establishment of fishpens and fish cages? Write your answer on your test notebook.



What to REFLECT And UNDERSTAND Directions: Answer the following questions. What to TRANSFER Now that you have gained the required knowledge and skills on how to assess a site suitable for the establishment of fishpens and fish cages, try to do the activity.
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FourthQuarter Skills/Enrichment Activity The teacher will draw a model of secchi disc and a plankton net and the students will label the different parts. Use Figure 1. Generalization In selecting a suitable site for the establishment of fishpens and fish cages, water quality is a very important factor for an aquaculture project to succeed. The site should be free from any harmful products that can pollute the water. Remediation Ask the students to do their assignment be written in their quiz notebook. 1. What do you think will happen if the water is polluted? Give reasons as many as possible. 2. If you are the fish farm operator, what rules and regulations are you going to follow to maintain the quality of water in the area? Post Assessment Ask the students to answer the post - assessment test. Answer Key 1.



d



6.



b



2.



c



7.



c



3.



d



8.



d



4.



c



9.



b



5.



c



10.



d
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FourthQuarter MODULE 6. CONSTRUCTION Lesson 3. Constructing Fishpens and Fish Cages CONTENT STANDARD



LEARNING COMPETENCIES



The learner demonstrates



1. Prepare construction materials



understanding and skills in constructing of fish pen and fish cages.



and manpower. 2. Positioned posts appropriatey based on specifications. 3. Select netting materials based on



PERFORMANCE STANDARD The learner independently construct fishpen and fish cages.



the size of fish stocked; 4. Attach floats and sinkers properly; 5. Inspect damage net prior to installation; 6. Set up nets to fit the frame; and 7. Check proper placement of net’s bottom.



Introduction Fishpen culture and fish cage culture are similar except for the size of the units. The major premise for the use of fish cages or fishpens is that water current or wind action carries away waste products and continually provides fresh oxygenated water. This will provide you with knowledge and skills to operate a fishpen or a fish cage project
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FourthQuarter Pre –Diagnostic Assessment The pre-diagnostic assessment must be given after the brief introduction of the lesson and before the discussion of the talking points. Directions: Multiple Choice. Read and understand each question below. Write the letter of your choice in your test notebook. Answer Key 1. b



6.



d



2. c



7.



c



3. b



8.



d



4. d



9.



b



5. c



10. b



Motivation The teacher will show to the class several pictures or illustrations of fishpens and cages. Ask the students to identify and describe them Teacher’s Talking Points What to KNOW Topic: Materials for Fishpen and Fish Cage Construction Guide Questions: 1. What should be the framework for constructing fishpen and cages? 2. What are the materials used for making an enclosure and barrier nets for fishpens and fishcages? 3. What are the materials for tying and braiding for fishpen and fish cages?
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FourthQuarter Topic: Preparation of Net Installation Guide Questions: 1. How is a net installed in the fishpen and the fish cage? 2. What is the importance of net installation?



Topic: Net Measurement Guide Questions: 1.



How do you determine the length of the net ?



2.



What is the formula to measure the length of a net to be installed in



fishpens and cages?



Topic: Procedure in Ribbing Nets (Joining Nets with Rope) Guide Questions: 1.



Enumerate the procedures in installing, and ribbing nets in the fishpens and fish cages?



2.



What is the importance of ribbing nets in fish culture?



Topic: Barrier Net Installation Guide Questions: 1.



What is the common knot of polypropylene net?



2.



What is the size of a polyrope to be used in the lower and upper part of the barrier assembly?
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FourthQuarter Topic: Fixing Nets into Frameworks Guide Questions: 1. What is a framework? 2. How do you fix nets into frameworks? 3. What are the materials used for fixing nets into frameworks? 4. What materials are used as floats? 5. What are the common materials used as sinkers? 6. How do you avoid damage on net when fixing it into frameworks? 7. Why floats and sinkers are important in fishpen and fish cage? 8. What is the durability of the nets that serves as frameworks? 9. What materials can be used as alternative for net as frameworks?



Topic: Nets and Mesh Sizes Suitable for Fishpens and Fish Cages Guide Question: 1. How do you determine the suitable nets and mesh sizes of fishpens and fish cages? 2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of too large or too small nets? 3. What are the different meshes of net used in the fish farm? 4. What are the possible causes of net damage in the fispen and fish cages? 5. What should be done to prolong the use of the nets in fishpen or cages? Topic: Floating System (Floating Fish Cage) Guide Questions: 74
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FourthQuarter 1. What are the qualities of good floats in floating cages? 2. What is mooring a system?



Topic: Anchor (Floating Fish Cage) Guide Questions: 1. What is an anchor? 2. What are the types of anchors commonly used in floating fish cages? 3. Why is an anchor very important in floating fish cages?



Topic: Net Cage Fabrication Guide Questions: 1. What are the kinds of net commonly used for fish cage? 2. Enumerate the different steps in installing net in a fish cage? 3. What are the kinds of nets?



Topic: Procedures in Installing Net Cage- to-Cage Frame Guide Questions: 1. Enumerate the step-by-step procedures in installing net cage-to-cage frame? 2. What is a cage-to-cage frame? 3. What are the advantages of installing net cage-to-cage frame in floating fish cages?
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FourthQuarter Topic: Bill of Materials Guide Questions: 1. What is a bill of materials? 2. What is the importance of bill of materials? 3. What is the cost estimate for 10m x 20m GI pipe Marine floating net cage? 4. Who is usually authorized to sign this bill of materials? What to PROCESS Ask the students to answer the activity. Directions. Go to the nearest hardware/agricultural supply store in your locality. Canvass the prevailing price of the materials listed below. Follow the suggested format and provide at least three price quotations from different stores/bidders.



What to REFLECT and UNDERSTAND Ask the students to perform the activity.



Skills Enrichment Activities Make your own computation for a simple and small fish pen or fish cage following the suggested format for bill of materials. What to Transfer Ask the students to perform the activity. Direction: Make a miniature/diorama of a floating fish cage
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FourthQuarter Generalization Generally, the most suitable nets should be flexible or adaptable for ease of handling; resistant to fouling growth and heat. The mesh size must be small enough to prevent the escape of fish and entry of predators. Remediation Assignment Bring a piece of fish net size 30cm x 20cm and show the procedure in weaving/ribbing nets or joining nets with rope.



Post-assessment Multiple Choice. Direction: Read and understand each question below. Write the letter of your choice in your test notebook. Answer Key 1. b



6. d



2. c



7. c



3. b



8. d



4. d



9. b



5. c



10. B
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FourthQuarter GLOSSARY Accesory – an object or device not essential in itself but adding to the beauty, convenience, or effectiveness of something else Acclimatization - is the process of adjusting the fish to its new environment Aggregate – formed by adding together two or more amounts Ammonia (NH3) - gaseous combination of nitrogen and hydrogen, naturally Assimilating - Take in (information, ideas, or culture) and understand fully. produced during organic matter decomposition Augment - make (something) greater by addition to; increase. Banquette – sidewalk Buoyancy. Ability of an object to float in water or air Barrier – something (such as a fence or natural obstacle) that prevents or blocks movement from one place to another. Basal - relating to, situated at, or forming the base Berm – a narrow shelf, path, or ledge typically at the top or bottom of the Bio assay - he determination of the relative strength of a substance (as a drug) by comparing its effect on a test organism with that of a standard preparation Biology - the life processes especially of an organism or group. Bog - a wet spongy ground; especially a poorly drained usually acid area rich in accumulated plant material, frequently surrounding a body of open water and having a characteristic flora. Brackish water – that type of water which is somewhat salty and range from 15– 35 ppt in salinity; a mixture of fresh and salt water Braid - to weave together (three or more strands or parts of something) Breeder – are mature fish species capable of producing their own young. 78
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FourthQuarter Buoyancy - ability of an object to float in water or air Coal tar. a black, sticky, liquid made from coal that is used as a fuel and used specially as industrial fuel and to make various products (such as soap) Compartment - an enclosed space or area that is usually part of something larger and is often used to hold a specific thing Conventional - usual or traditional Creosote - a brown, oily liquid used to keep wood from rotting Crow Bar - metal bar that has a thin flat edge at one end and is used to open or lift things Debris - rubble, wreckage, ruins, litter and discarded garbage/refuse/trash, scattered remains of something destroyed. -



the remain of something broken down or destroyed; an accumulation of



fragments of rocks. Diaphragm - a thin sheet of material forming a partition Eccentrically - not following a perfectly circular path Elevation – the height of a place Embryo - early stage of animal development before hatching. Enormous - very large in size, quantity, or extent Excavation – the act of digging Fabrication - the action or process of manufacturing or inventing something Fingerling – a stage in the life cycle of the fish measuring 6 – 13 cm depending on the species Fish tank - fish or water holding structures, usually above ground, typically with a high water turnover rate 79
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FourthQuarter Fluctuation - an irregular rising and falling in number or amount Fry - a term to describe a fish at the post - larval stage. All stages from hatching to fingerling stage can potentially be termed by fry Grout – a material used for filling spaces or cracks between tiles Hatchery - place for artificial breeding, hatching and rearing through the early life stages of fish. Generally, in fish culture, hatchery and nursery are closely associated Hectare – a metric unit of area equivalent to 10, 000 m2 Hexagon - a polygon having six equal sides Hydraulics - the flow or liquid in pipes, rivers, and channels Impervious - not allowing entrance or passage; impenetrable Influx - inflow of the water into a river, lake, or sea Inland - situated in the interior of the country rather than on the coast Intertidal – relating to the area of the shore that is between the low point and the high point of the tide. Larva - the outcome of a newly hatched egg of fish and other animals Layout - the design or arrangement of something; the way something is Lethal - harmful or destructive. Limnology - the scientific study of bodies of freshwater (as river) Linear - relating to, resembling, or having a graph that is a line and especially a straight line. Macro-invertebrates - large animals with no backbone Magnitude - great size or extent Mariculture – the cultivation of marine organisms in their natural environment
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FourthQuarter Mesh – a material made from threads or wires with evenly spaced holes that allow air or water to pass through Metabolites - a substance essential to the metabolism of a particular organism or to a particular metabolic process Mortar - a mixture of cement and water used in masonry or plastering Natural foods - minute plants or animals naturally growing in water. Neap tide - tide of minimum range occurring at the first and third quarter of the moon Octagon - a polygon having eight equal sides Penetration – the act of going through or into something Percolate - to pass slowly through something that has many small holes in it Phytoplankton - minute plan organisms that drift with water currents Plaster - wet substance that hardens when it becomes dry and that is used to make smooth walls and ceilings Ribbing - raised lines on a surface Riprap - A layer of similar material on an embankment slope to prevent erosion Rotifer - a group of microscopic aquatic animals belonging to a distinct class of the phylum Rotifera. They are characterized by a corona at the anterior end, which bears tufts of cilia used for feeding and locomotion Sahara cement - a durable hydraulic cement specifically formulated for preventing water seepage through concrete or masonry walls and floors Sand - a soil that has granular appearance Saturated - full of moisture; made thoroughly wet Secchi Disc - an instrument used to measure water transparency 81
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FourthQuarter Seepage - an occurrence in which a liquid or gas flows or passes slowly through small openings Sluice - a device (such as a floodgate) used for controlling the flow of water Specification - a detailed description of work to be done or materials to be used in a project: an instruction that says exactly how to do or make something Spring tide - a tide of greater-than-average range around the times of new moon and full moon Stock – refers to animal such as fish or shrimp that is being cultured Submersible – able to be used underwater Substrate – the base on which an organism lives Swamp - land that is always wet and often partly covered with water Tide - the regular upward and downward movement of the level of the ocean that is caused by the pull of the Sun and the Moon on the Earth -the alternate raising and falling of the surface of the ocean Topography. The physical or natural features of a place Transparency – the condition of water whether opaque or transparent Turbidity – the quality of the water being muddy, thick or opaque water due to suspended soil Undulating. Having a wavy surface, edge, or marking Vegetation – the kinds of plants covering a site Velocity - the rate of change of position along a straight line with respect to time; the derivative of position with respect to time Vortex – a mass of spinning air, liquid, etc., that pulls things into its center
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FourthQuarter Wean - to accustom (as a young child or animal) to take food otherwise than by nursing
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FourthQuarter
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